
Partnerships That Enhance 
Benefits Administration

VBA
Virtual Benefits Administrator

Flexibility  •  Functionality  •  Technology



Provider Matching 
Improve ongoing provider 

matching rates to 99%.

Clean Up and Fulfillment 
Clean up your medical 
provider data for better 

adjudication.

W-9/1099 Corrections 
Avoid the cost of incorrect 
data submitted to the IRS.

Provider Data Management
Maintaining an accurate provider database is essential to efficient 
billing operations but keeping records up-to-date requires 
continuous attention. BASELoad combined with VBASoftware 
delivers a 99% provider match rate in seconds, eliminating costly 
manual work and increasing auto-adjudication rates. In addition, 
BASELoad’s W-9 Corrections helps healthcare payers avoid IRS 
penalties for inaccurate data.

VBASo�ware



Optimized RBP 
Completely automated pricing 
capabilities and customizable 

percentile pricing.

Frequent Updates 
Pricing methodology updates 
twice per year on rolling two 

years of data.

Complete Coverage 
Data for over 340 areas 

based on geography and 
socioeconomic factors.

Reliable Reference-Based Pricing
Payers using Reference-Based Pricing need to know their reference 
base is solid, defensible and consistent. With Context 4 Healthcare 
and VBASoftware, healthcare payers and their partner providers 
have a reference base they agree on. Combining Medicare and 
Context Usual, Customary and Reasonable (UCR) fee schedules 
yields the fewest pricing gaps in payment codes.
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Real-time Integration 
Live FWA edits and detection 

during adjudication.

Payment Integrity 
Visibility into suspicious 

billing and treatment 
practices at the provider 

level.

Powerful Defense 
Pre-built analytics to identify 
provider aberrant utilization 

patterns.

Fraud, Waste and Abuse Protection
Increasing quality of outcomes while reducing administrative costs 
is a significant challenge facing payers. Get a competitive edge 
with advanced analytics to detect fraud, waste and abuse when you 
combine VBASoftware with Context 4 Healthcare. 

VBASo�ware



Cost Savings 
Up to 30% reduction of total 

spend through deepest 
available discounts.

Broad Network Access 
National network of 65,000+ 
pharmacies including CVS, 

Walgreens, Walmart and more.

Better PBM Experience 
Drug formulary can be 

modified at any time to ensure 
proper management.

Fully Integrated PBM Services
VBARx, powered by Drexi, integrates into VBASoftware and 
VBAGateway to provide full PBM capabilities that help payers and 
members save on prescriptions. With VBARx, clients can expect 
reduced claims costs and savings on both administration fees and 
drug costs. Members can find pharmacy information and access 
over 1,200 patient assistance, copay assistance and manufacturer 
savings programs.
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Smart Benefits 
Personalized recommendations 

driven by past claims data to 
ensure the right coverage.

Informed Members 
Updates on available healthcare 

benefits, potential financial 
contributions and more.

Boost Loyalty 
Tools that strengthen member 

engagement and increase 
satisfaction with meaningful 

advice.

Building Better Member Engagement
VBAGateway and the Reclaim app work together to boost member 
engagement with a personalized walkthrough of the benefits 
enrollment process. Reclaim uses claims and eligibility information 
preloaded by VBA to create a personalized enrollment experience 
that includes preferred doctors, prescriptions and more. Through 
the year, members receive updates on benefit values and alternative 
services that could cut costs based on claims incurred.
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Comprehensive Wellness 
Better financial wellness can 

improve healthcare costs and 
absenteeism.

Smart Technology 
Cutting edge artificial intelligence 

helps make money go farther.

Easy to Use 
Platform collects and organizes 
financial information, analysis, 

advice and on-demand refresh of 
recommendations.

Total Health Includes Financial Wellness
SAVVI Financial allows employers to promote employee financial 
wellness alongside their physical health through VBAGateway. 
SAVVI, a leading technology-enabled financial wellness platform, 
allows employees to easily plan, manage and track their full financial 
picture and work towards their goals. 

VBAGateway



Contact us today at vbasales@vbasoftware.com to set up a demo.

vbasoftware.com

VBA
Virtual Benefits Administrator


